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ABSTRACT
The objective of the research was to apply Grey System
Theory Type GM (1,1) on the forecast and evaluation of
Indonesia’s Green GDP accounting which mainly deals with
systems that have limited data and asymmetric information. The
data used in this research is secondary data obtained from
Sucofindo. The result of Grey System Theory Type GM (1,1) show
that the Mean Percentage Error (MPE) and mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE) value which showed bias conditions and
lack of accuracy. This result show that the status of natural
resources and environmental condition in Indonesia which
considered from its result still present the weakness of Indonesia’s
Green GDP accounting. From that consideration, the
reconstruction of Indonesia’s Green GDP accounting are needed
by increasing of green economy efforts and policies.

INTRODUCTION
Climate change and biodiversity loss
was the basis of the Rio +20 Summit held in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil on 20-22 June 2012. The
conference aims to create awareness of every
country about the importance of keeping the
sustainability of natural resources and
environmental condition. As a country that
participated in Rio +20 Summit, Indonesia try to
actualized both of those issues which correlated
to the facts that there are several natural disaster
caused by disruption of ecosystem which bring
bad impacts for society and economic stability in
Indonesia.
Therefore, strategy to decrease the
number of natural disasters caused by climate
change and biodiversity loss is developing the
concept of green economy which theoretically
can minimize environmental risks and ecological
scarcity that in the long run which has impact
on increasing to human prosperity and social
equity (UNEP, 2011). In addition, Hatta (2010)
strongly believe that the implementation of green
economy hopefully impacts the prospective
creation of national development such as projobs, pro-growth and pro-environment in
Indonesia.
Green GDP is one of the most important
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indicators that can measure the success of
green economy implementation in a country that
firstly
well-introduced
in
1993
from
Handbook System of National Account (SNA)
which implemented as System for Integrated
Environmental
and
Economic
Accounting (SEEA). In this case, Green GDP
emphasizes the synergy between economic
growth and the preservation of natural resources
and environmental condition. This is related to
the context of the availability of natural resources
and environmental conditions that can be
sufficient as economic assets which capable to
realizing economic growth in the long-term.
The fundamental difference between
Brown GDP with Green GDP was its systematic
calculation in which of the Brown GDP ignore the
value
of
natural
resource
depletion,
environmental degradation, natural capital
depreciation and Green GDP is vice versa.
Therefore, the systematic calculation of Green
GDP was more complex than Brown GDP which
able to give a description of the real cost of
natural resources and the environment (Ningsih,
2005). However, from Liu and Guo (2005)
research, the Green GDP implementation was
proven still imperfect caused by several barriers
such as general equilibrium effects that are not
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accompanied with effort and policies to
internalize environmental cost in the production
sector. In addition, Green GDP accounting also
through difficulties to set the price of natural
resources and determine the number of natural
resources inventories which its influenced by the
less comprehensive calculation for estimating
data which its related to the quantity, quality, and
the changes in natural resource.
Associated with the implementation of
Green GDP in Indonesia, Sucofindo as State
Owned Enterprises (BUMN) has been entrusted
by Indonesia’s government to implement
Indonesia’s Green GDP accounting during the
years of 2000-2010 in order to create the
linkages with Environmental Quality Index
Values (IKLH) in 2010. Based on Green GDP
Indonesia accounting showed that the national
development at the stage of the Green GDP in
the period of 2000-2010 continued positively.
However, in the reviewed of the higher
increasing of Brown GDP to the variables that
included in Green GDP accounting which
actually represent the share-ratio number
showed that the trend was moving towards to the
unsustainable development (Sucofindo, 2011).
From that consideration, it can be
concluded that Indonesia's Green GDP still
through some weakness. According to Lu and
Chiu (2012), can be known that the using of
Grey System Theory for Taiwan’s Green GDP
accounting case study of years 2002-2010 was
one strategy to measure the weaknesses of
Green GDP accounting by its functional
algorithm that can handle the problem that
usually through for forecast and evaluate Green
GDP such as limited data and asymmetric
information. From its results showed that the
high accuracy value of MPE (Mean Percentage
Error) for Taiwan’s Green GDP accounting using
Grey System Theory type GM (1,1) which
indirectly can showed the status of Taiwan’s
natural resources and environmental condition
and indirectly give reference value from its
evaluation which correlated for the creation of
next government relevant policy. Furthermore,
Grey System Theory type GM (1,1) constructed
with eight stages of algorithm which can be
easier if calculate it using Matlab application
software than calculate by manual or another
software (Wen and Chang, 2005).
By knowing the technical forecasting
and evaluation method of one country in Asia
such as Taiwan in applying Grey System Theory
type GM (1,1) for Green GDP accounting,
Indonesia government's reflectively can imitate
its method as the alternative solution to evaluate
the success of green economy implementation
in which correlated to the purposes of our
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government to achieve both of 7% economic
growth and the realization of REDD program
(Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and
Forest Degradation) that the success indicator
depend on the result of Indonesia’s Green GDP
accounting forecast and evaluation using Grey
System Theory type GM (1,1). Afterwards, the
research sought to apply Green GDP accounting
in Indonesia with Grey System Theory type GM
(1,1) for years 2000 – 2010.
METHODOLOGY
Considering to the development of
Green GDP implementation in Indonesia it is
needed to forecast and making an evaluation for
Indonesia’s Green GDP accounting as a great
strategy to reconstruct and making relevant
efforts and policies of green economy to
complete the implementation of Green GDP
accounting in Indonesia. Based on that purpose,
the application of Grey System Theory which is
created by Prof. Deng Ju-Long in 1982 is
correlated to this research purposes especially
after knowing several barriers from Green GDP
accounting on the forecast and evaluation such
as limited data and asymmetric information.
Therefore, the method that used in this research
is Grey System Theory type GM (1,1) which is
the main focused method on the previous
research of Taiwan’s Green GDP accounting
that have the same case study with this
research. In addition, The formula of Grey
System Theory type GM (1,1) constructing
process is described as follows (Lu and Chiu,
2012) :
Step 1: Denote the original data sequence 𝑥 (0) =
(𝑥 (0) (1), 𝑥 (0) (2), 𝑥 (0) (3), … , 𝑥 (0) (𝑛)) , 4 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 11
(1)

Step 2 : Use AGO to form a new data series
𝑥 (1) = (𝑥 (1) (1), 𝑥 (1) (2), 𝑥 (1) (3), … , 𝑥 (1) (𝑛)) (2)
Where
𝑥 (1) (1) = 𝑥 (0) (1)
and 𝑥 (1) (𝑘) = ∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑥 (0) (𝑖) , 𝑘 = 2,3, … , 11
Step 3 : Calculate background values 𝑧 (1)
𝑧 (1) (𝑘) = (1 − 𝛼)𝑥 (1) (𝑘 − 1) + 𝛼𝑥 (1) (𝑘), 𝑎 ∈
(0,1), 𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, … , 11

(3)

Step 4 : Establish grey differential equation
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𝑑𝑥(𝑘)
𝑑𝑡

+ 𝑎𝑥 (1) (𝑘) = 𝑏

(4)

where 𝛼 is the developing coefficient and b is

Table 1.Category Of MAPE Accuracy Rate

grey input

Value

Step 5 : Solve equation (4) by using the least
square method and the forecasting values can
be obtained as
B = −𝑧 (1) (2) (1)
−𝑧 (1) (3) (1)

(5)

(6)

𝑏

𝑏

𝑎

𝑎

Category

1

< 10%

Very accurate

2

10% - 20%

Accurate

3

20% - 50%

Less accurate

4

> 50%

Inaccurate

Based on the Table 1 it can be seen that
for MAPE values <10% categorized as very
accurate and forecast values indicate has nearly
tendency to be similar with actual value. For
MAPE values ranged from 10% - 20% is
considered accurate and forecast values
indicate slightly different from the actual value.
As for the value of MAPE 20% - 50% less
accurately categorized so that
it has a tendency forecast values far different
from the actual value. As for the MAPE values >
50% then considered inaccurate and clearly
indicate the forecasts value is very much
different from the actual value.

Y=[𝑥 (0) (1), 𝑥 (0) (2), 𝑥 (0) (3), … , 𝑥 (0) (𝑛)]T

𝑥̂ (1) (𝑘) = (𝑥 (0) (1) − ) 𝑒 −𝑎(𝑘−1) +

MAPE Value

Source : Lewis 1982 in Tsai, 2012

−𝑧 (1) (𝑛) (1)

[𝑎, 𝑏]𝑇 = (𝐵𝑇 𝐵)−1 𝐵𝑇 𝑌

No

(7)

𝑏

𝑥̂ (0) (𝑘) = (𝑥 (0) (1) − ) (1 − 𝑒 𝑎 )𝑒 𝑎(𝑘−1)
𝑎

(8)
where,
𝑥̂ (1) (1) = 𝑥 (0) (1)

RESULTS

(𝑘 = 2,3, … ,11)

To demonstrate the application of Grey
System Theory type GM (1,1) in Indonesia’s
Green GDP accounting provided by Sucofindo
are examined in this research. The historical
annual data of Brown GDP, natural resources
depletion is calculating the number of depletion
of forest, oil, gas, coal, gold, silver, tin, bauxite,
and nickel, environmental degradation is
calculating both total CO2 emissions from petrol
or diesel, while the natural capital depreciation is
calculating on natural resources which directly
used in the industries such as oil and gas, food,
beverage, and tobacco, etc. The following table
of Indonesia’s Green GDP accounting from
2000-2010 that complete it with the forecast by
Grey System Theory type GM (1,1) is presented
in Table 2.
Based on years of 2001 - 2010
can be seen that the GM (1,1) forecast value
which obtained from Indonesia’s Green GDP
data has a tendency to fluctuate so that the value
of error variance will always change every year
(heterogeneous). Conditions such as these
indicate the presence of uncertainty on the
Green GDP data, which causes volatility
clustering which is describe as a huge error with
the same relative gathered in a short time

In this case, to determine the bias and
accuracy from the forecast and evaluation
results of Indonesia's Green GDP accounting
with Grey System Theory type GM (1,1), it is
necessary to measure the results of forecasting
with MPE (Mean Percentage Error) which quiet
useful to determine the level of bias forecasting
error using the real value either positive or
negative. If the forecasting
approach is not biased, MPE will produce
numbers close to zero. While MAPE (Mean
Absolute Percentage Error) is useful to measure
the accuracy of forecasting values expressed as
mean absolute percentage error, the following
formula is presented below :
𝑛

1

FVk −AVk

MPE = ∑
𝑛

𝑖=1
1

𝑛

MAPE = ∑
𝑛

AVk

x 100

IFVk −AVk I

𝑖=1

AVk

x 100

Explanation:
FVk = forecast value
AVk = actual value
IFVk = absolute forecast value
AVkI = absolute actual value
Faculty of Economics and Business,
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together. In addition, the MPE of 15% indicates
a bias because the value is not close to zero. As
for the value of MAPE of 36.59% also indicated
that the error value is less accurate because it is
included in the range 20-50%. Indirectly, it
reflects the Green GDP accounting in Indonesia

still has some weakness though forecast and
evaluations have been made with Grey System
Theory type GM (1,1) which is theoretically able
to minimize the problem of limited data and
asymmetric information.

Tabel 2. Values of the relevant Indonesia’s Green GDP accounting from 2000 – 2010,
forecasting values, and errors with Grey System Theory type
GM (1,1)
Yea
r
200
0
200
1
200
2
200
3
200
4
200
5
200
6
200
7
200
8
200
9
201
0

Brown
GDP

Natural
resources
Depletion

1389.77

Environment
al
Degradation

107.73

Natural
capital
Depreciation

63.93

111.59

Green
GDP

GM (1,1)
Forecas
t

Error (%)

Absolute
Error (%)

1106.52
75.40

75.40

65.10

65.10

52.50

52.50

39.30

39.30

1684.28

109.91

86.92

140.64

1346.81

2362.0

1821.83

105.97

89.66

157.95

1468.25

2424.3

2013.67

101.28

98.76

181.23

1632.40

2489.3

2295.83

127.02

116.47

217.19

1835.15

2557.2

2774.28

199.88

150.73

275.49

2148.18

2629.6

22.40

22.40

3339.22

204.52

187.31

334.26

2613.13

2707.9

3.63

3.63

3950.89

230.75

221.10

398.25

3100.79

2789.5

-10.00

10.00

4948.69

292.31

275.10

502.79

3878.49

2881.1

-25.00

25.00

5603.87

282.63

310.06

573.28

4437.90

2970.7

-33.00

33.00

6422.92

324.48

358.33

662.20

5077.91

3065.7

-39.60
MPE =
15

39.60
MAPE =
36.59

* Number in Trillion Rupiah’s (except the number of error and absolute error)
DISCUSSIONS

asymmetric information and it reflected in the
acquisition value of MPE which get bias (15%)
and MAPE which also less accurate (36.59%)on
Indonesia's Green GDP accounting forecast with
Grey System Theory type GM (1,1).
Therefore,
it
showed
that
the
Indonesia’s Green GDP accounting still has a
weakness though use similar forecast and
evaluations. Specifically, the high accuracy of
Green GDP by Lu and Chiu (2012) research also
backed by the state that the object of research
such as Taiwan. Taiwan is a small country where
rank in 137th for the largest area (One WorldNations Online, 2012) in the world, ranking 50 th

Referring to Lu and Chiu (2012)
research about Taiwan’s Green GDP using Grey
System Theory type GM (1,1) in the year 2002
to 2010 with a value of MAPE about 3.25% that
categorized as very accurate. The results of this
research across the facts in Indonesia that the
results of both MPE and MAPE indicate bias and
less accurate and it reflect that the results can
not support Lu and Chiu (2012) research which
states that the forecast and evaluation of Grey
System Theory is the correct method to
overcome the limitations of the data and
Faculty of Economics and Business,
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for the highest population in the world (Geohive,
2012), and is known as a country with relatively
minimum of natural resources inventories.
Another case with Indonesia that
categorized as one of large country that ranked
16th in the world for the largest area (One WorldNations Online, 2012), ranked the 4th for the
highest population in the world (Geohive, 2012),
and rank 3rd for the amount of natural resources
inventory in the world after Brazil and Zaire
(Indorush, 2012) so that the solution to create
comprehensive Green GDP accounting will be
through more barriers than in Taiwan. In this
case, the value of bias and accuracy in
Indonesia's Green GDP accounting could also
be caused by the amount of factors that are not
expected (outliers).
Based on the theoretical implications,
the policy implications can be drawn as follows:
1. The government needs to internalize
environmental costs policies
in
the
production sector in Indonesia,
both at the micro and regional levels to
minimize the general equilibrium effects on
Green GDP accounting in Indonesia. By
minimizing the effects of general equilibrium,
problems of bias and accuracy from Green
GDP results that forecast with Grey System
Theory GM type (1.1) can also be minimized
and then the success of planning, decisionmaking, and the realization of a green
economy will be better in the future.
2. In an effort to avoid ambiguity or asymmetric
information related to the price of natural
resources in Indonesia that also affect the
level of bias and accuracy in Indonesia’s
Green GDP forecasting results as a solution
an inventory report of natural resources and
environmental conditions need to be
implemented in the various provinces of
Indonesia with a maximum term of calculation
approximately about one year so that the
price of resources can be set more relevant.
3. Indonesia’s Green GDP that is known has
some weaknesses though in the other hand
Green GDP still bring another advantages as
a controlling and comparative tool to Brown
GDP which does not reflect the true value
caused by its calculation which not involved
the cost of natural resources depletion,
environmental degradation, and natural
capital depreciation.
Faculty of Economics and Business,
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4. The weakness of outcome from Green GDP
forecasting with Grey System Theory type
GM (1,1) does not eliminate the strategic
benefits to build awareness all stakeholders
about the importance of internalize cost for
natural resources and environmental as a
responsibility to externalities that come from
economic
activities.
Therefore,
the
government as a political authority should try
to commit consistently in the development of
natural resources and creating sustainable
and equitable environment in Indonesia.
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
Based on results some conclusions can
be drawn on the issues as follows:
1. Green GDP data used in forecasting GM (1,1)
has a tendency to fluctuate so that the value
of error variance will always change every
year (heterogeneous). Conditions such as
these indicate the uncertainty in the Green
GDP data resulting large number of errors
with the same relative gathered in several
adjacent times (volatility clustering). As it is
the cause of the bias in the value of MPE and
the lack of accuracy that reflects the value of
MAPE from Indonesia’s Green GDP
accounting still has some flaws though the
forecast and evaluation have been made with
Grey System Theory type GM (1,1) which is
theoretically able to minimize the problem of
limited data and asymmetric information.
2. Unanticipated factors (outliers) as a review of
the aspects from the object of research is
likely to be one of the things that influence the
level of bias and accuracy for the Indonesia’s
Green GDP accounting. In this case, the
emphasis is based outliers objects which
previous research that Taiwan is categorized
as a small country than Indonesia is a huge
country so it reflected a gap that is known to
be one cause of the high accuracy of the
Green GDP accounting in Taiwan, but the
bias and lack of accuracy in the Indonesia’s
Green GDP accounting.
3. Indonesia’s Green GDP accounting is known
still has some weaknesses though in the
other hand Green GDP still bring another
advantages as a controlling and comparative
tool to Brown GDP controlling and
comparative tool for GDP as the value of
Brown GDP does not reflect its true value. In
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addition, the Green GDP is known to has a
strategic advantage in raising the awareness
about the importance of internalization cost
for natural resources and environmental in
economic activities.
Based on the conclusions we suggest:
1. To create the better of Indonesia’s Green GDP
accounting in the future it requires a
comprehensive, ongoing data collection, and
do evaluation for natural resources and
environmental conditions in Indonesia to the
availability of physical data for all factors such
as
natural
resources
depletion,
environmental degradation, and natural
capital depreciation can be fitted so that the
information can be more accurately than ever
before.
2. The role of the government and the Ministry of
Environment are needed especially to
implement environmental costs policies in the
manufacturing sector in Indonesia, both at the
micro and regional levels as well as the
reporting of natural resources inventory and
environmental conditions in the various
provinces of Indonesia with a maximum term
of one year to minimize general equilibrium
and effects, so that the problem of
asymmetric information which can influence
the bias and accuracy in Indonesia’s Green
GDP accounting with Grey System Theory
type GM (1,1) can also be minimized. As it is
correlated with the creation of targeted
welfare and sustainable development is the
goal of a green economy program in
Indonesia can be actualized.
3. Based on the Indonesian government
program to realize the target of economic
growth to 7% and the realization of REDD
program Indonesia, Green GDP accounting is
correct solution although it still faced
obstacles that economic growth with Green
GDP tend to move more slowly than Brown
GDP. Therefore, efforts to increase the
number of Green GDP is the implementation
of environmental taxes (green tax) as well as
the optimization of green investment both
from domestic and foreign to stimulate Green
GDP growth so that both of targets are more
easily realized.
4. Further research is needed to measure
Indonesia’s Green GDP but with better proxy,
methods and analysis tools and its expected
Faculty of Economics and Business,
Brawijaya University

to applying an improvement of Grey System
Theory
type GM (1,1) just to make
Indonesia’s Green GDP accounting values
that obtained for forecasting is not biased and
thus achieve higher accuracy. Afterwards, it
will impact the better of decision-making and
policymaking for the next green economy
implementation.
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